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Victims of Racism 
 

On Christmas Day, the speech of His 

Majesty was canceled at the last minute due 

to an unfortunate incident. A Slovak called 

Matej Boruta, in a neither unjustified nor 

provoked hatred access, insulted the 

micronational movement, the Hungarian 

people and the Queen with racist and 

derogatory phrases. Sources informed the 

Royal Government that that subject is an 

"ultra-nationalist" but nothing explains the 

reason of the violent attack to the Royal 

House. The offenses were made just 

minutes before the speech and made it 

impossible to record the same as it had to 

clear numerous offenses of the Kingdom’s 

official page on Facebook and take 

appropriate measures against the racist. The 

Royal House issued warnings on the subject 

and his infamy, but did not comment the 

incident. 
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History Recovered 

 
 

On 23 December, the Libertian Regional 

Government and the Libertian Archives had 

found the original Declaration of 

Independence of Lomellina Consolato 

under the current name of Libertia from the 

State of Lomellina and the Portuguese 

Republic. 

 

 

Spartan Friendship 

 
The Kingdom of Ruthenia and Diarchy of 

Sparta signed the Treaty of Elida. The 

document formalizes a long friendship built 

by the Crowns of both states over the past 

few months and starts a new era in relations 

between the two micronations. 
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Friendly Christmas 

 
 

The Royal Family received with enthusiasm 

and joy the gracious and very special gift 

from the Royal Family of the Ruritania. 

The immense generosity of Queen 

Anastasia was found to present His Royal 

Majesty with a very beautiful and luxurious 

copy of "The Prisoner of Zenda", the book 

that inspired the creation of the Kingdom of 

Ruritania, a spectacular letter and a 

Christmas card. Not being enough the joy 

of correspondence, King Oscar was made 

Knight of the Order of King Henry the 

Lion, and Queen Paloma ascended to the 

condition of Lady of the Order of St. 

Hildegard. On the previous day, one of the 

greatest friends of the Kingdom, Filipe 

Alfradique, presented His Royal Majesty 

with two flags! One is the state tricolor flag 

of Ruthenia, while the other is the banner of 

the King of the Ruthenians. And last but not 

least, a beautiful Christmas card from the 

Princely Family of Aigues-Mortes was 

received by the King at the beginning of 

January. 
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Ruthenian Heraldry in Focus 

 
 

The December edition of the "Herald", an 

exceptional informative about 

micronational heraldry of the Lusophone 

Sector), has as subject of the first article the 

Ruthenian new coat of arms, with a very 

detailed description of one of our major 

national symbols. 
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http://rutheniagov.weebly.com/
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=940213129402417&eid=AStCBbOlijr_dKeyVzr8RT0uVmmIDXteN83LwbNeaF478ZrQVtJRpqQW7Aoxj5LDjHU&inline=1&ext=1452024422&hash=ASuShelfV_TwQF3E
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Treaty of Alcatraz Signed 
 

 
 

In the first major act of foreign policy this 

year, the King Oscar of Ruthenia and the 

Duke Guilherme of Libertia signed the 

famous "Environmental Treaty of Alcatraz 

2015", a document that offers to all 

micronations of the World, the opportunity 

to stand together and act as such for a 

global issue that concerns us all: the global 

warming, affecting Antarctica and later on, 

the sea coasts of several continents. The 

Ruthenian Signed Copy will be sent to the 

President of the Free Republic of Alcatraz, 

Mr. Jacopo Fo. 

 

Cemitic Banned! 

 
Before the end of the parliamentary recess, 

the President of the General Assembly, the 

Duke of Bradamante, has decreed the 

dissolution of Autonomous District 

of Carnolitz and invites the Microstateless 

Eclectic Community to leave the Kingdom. 

The law n. 010/2016 mentions the non-

fulfillment of micronational project and 

possible undesirable association of the 

group with organizations "hostile of our 

customs and practices." 

Mcarthian Survey 
 

 
 

The Republic of Mcarthia conducted an 

informal survey to list the most influential 

micronational entities. After 1962 votes, 

Ruthenia appeared in second place, ahead 

of renowned projects such as Molossia and 

Sealand. Although it is a survey with 

limited relevance, the result is very positive 

and demonstrates largely our good image 

among other micronationalists. 

 

Lundener Honors 
 

His Majesty, the King of the Ruthenians, 

was promoted to Officer of the Most 

Honourable Order of Lundenwic and was 

also made Knight Commander of the Most 

Gracious Order of the Marquis in the 

Honours List of the Grand Duchy of 

Lundenwic. Gabriel N. Pelger, Head of 

Executive of the Usian Republic, Stephen, 

Emperor of the Abeldane Empire and others 

are also in the Honors List. 
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Pavlovian-Ruthenian Order 

 
The Household of Their Royal Highnesses 

the Co-Domnitori of Carpathia, Alexander 

XII, also Emperor of Pavlov and Oscar I, 

announced on 13 January 2016, the 

establishment of the Most Noble Order of 

St. Daniil Sihastrul. Daniil Sihastrul is a 

saint of the Romanian Orthodox Church, 

born at the beginning of the 15th century 

and the Order marks the beginning of the 

celebrations of the Year of the Pavlovian-

Ruthenian Friendship. 

 

 

Once Again, a Duke 

 
On 20 January, His Imperial Majesty 

Alexander IV, the Emperor of Pavlov, 

created D. Andrea Francesco Guilherme 

Moniz Soarez-Viera, the Duke of Libertia 

and Chancellor of Ruthenia, the Duke of 

Ledjanoj Ostrov by that conducting the 

third in Empire’s history elevation to this 

dignity. As is customary in Pavlov, the 

Dukes carry the style of His Grace. 

 

 

New Faces 
 

On January, many new subjects arrived at 

the kingdom. Some preferred a more 

modest or even more distant attitude, just 

bearing the Ruthenian nationality and being 

silent. However, the MAGNA Group saw 

the appearance of His Majesty bets to 

increase our activity. Highlighted, the 

Count Nicolas of Fleurac, who will assume 

on 1 February the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs. With King's praise, also joined the 

Greater Ruthenia Mr. Nathan Bonetti and 

Ms. Aina Lapparent. We hope that our new 

fellow citizens are welcome and love our 

"Ruthenian Way of Life"! 

 

Contact 
 

Want to make critics, suggestions or even 

make an advertisement in our next issue? 

Send us an e-mail on 

reinodosrutenos@gmail.com with the 

subject "Ruthenian Observer" and we will 

contact you soon as possible. 

 

See you next issue!  


